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Improvement of Transparent Conductive Oxide films by low-temperature,
atmospheric-pressure plasma annealing
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Transparent Conductive Oxides (TCO) are an interesting group of materials for those

applications where both transparency and conductivity are required. Typical examples

can be found in the Photo Voltaic (PV) and LED industry. TCOs with excellent

properties can be produced in various ways. However, most processes involve high

temperatures and/or low pressures. With the expected growth in both the PV and the

LED market, and also the trend towards roll-to-roll processes, these 'classical'

processes are considered unsuitable. From process parameter point of view, low

temperature Atmospheric Pressure Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition

(APPE CVD) would be a very desirable process. Unfortunately, until now, the produced

layers lack the appropriate (and required) specifications, especially in the field of

conductivity. Several pathways can be followed in the search for a solution to this

problem. One of them will be described in this contribution: low temperature

atmospheric pressure plasma enhanced annealing.

It will be shown that the conductivity of zinc oxide layers (the TCO studied), as

deposited by APPE CVD, can be increased by almost an order of magnitude, when the

layer is exposed to an atmospheric pressure plasma. The magnitude of the treatment

depends on, among others, the plasma gas, treatment time, and initial conductivity.

To discuss the underlying physics, the process will be compared to the well known

microwave sintering of ceramics. Based on the measurements and this comparison,

our current understanding is that the process is mainly governed by ponderomotive

forces (non-linear forces that are induced by the time varying and inhomogeneous

electric field

*

). However, the plasma induced chemistry (depending on gas species)

also influences the performance, an effect that cannot be explained by this mechanism.
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